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1. Two issues of Pol.00 have appeared to date, one in August
1962, the *wood issue in 	 . A third issue has gone to print.
It is planned to publish the journal onceetery two months or six issues
a year. Of the 4900 copies of the first issue printed, approximately
3,000 copies mere nailed to potential subscribers, the remainder were for
general distribution and sale. AIRODTEAMIC Project funds were advanced to
Professor EelajcsUk by A/CASSOWARY/2 tor the first three issues in the
total amount of $1500.

2. A report on the second issue of the jouraal has not yet been
received from Prof. Eniejcsuk and, therefore, it is not possible to
estimate effectiveness of the journal to date. The essistent to the
American Attache in Buenos Aires smiled sennle copies of the journal
to his friends in five Latin American counts. The American EmbaegY in
Mexico requested permission to reprint the article by Cuban professor
Dr. Andres Veldespino which appeared in the first issue. Mention of
the journalists made in Ureguayn newspaper and several advertisements
appeared (see attached).

3. in September Professor Helajcsuk net with Carlos Bin, for.
mer ambassador at the Pen American Union, who has started to organise

Social Christian Movement (Moviniest4 Siviko Iris:time) in Latin
American countries end presently is travelling throughout Intim
America. Me expects to visit the United States in seal, 1963. Siri
promised Prof. Helajosuk that be wilt obtain a $3,0000 tuna annnellY
from American Catholic circles (far Prolego) The panne, of tbe
Social Christian Novergent is to stimulate cooperation Ueteeen ErnSrassivni
0100410 circles in the United States and in Latin American and. also
to acquire aid for the Latin American people not only through their
governments (the majority of 'which are in *the bands of oligarchies end
ruled W corruption), but direct aid for group., trade vacua etc.
ln other verde, they *Mk cooperation on nonfamaerementai levels among
suitable civic organisations in the UMW States end Latin Amoriaa.

4. In October, Prof. lelejcsuk mat with Compel Menendes, heed
and fin:uncial director of Whale enterprises in Buenos Aires. Ifouradaa
is in sympathy with Siri's plans end personally has political ambitions.
Be proposed that	 become the official organ of the Association of
Catholic trpriiiiWof.. lelajcauk and Professor Dankier ( piplber of
the editorial board of Prologo) refused. instead they Woad a special
section of the journal for use by the Association of Catholic Enterprises
and the Union of Free Syndicates, *lob is heeded by one Ddieobe, (phonetic)
as a moans of creating a platform for discussions bevel* coodtal end



labor, or between laborers and industry. Talks on this subject will
continue.

5. Professor Halajesuk also ant with Dr. Rol de Alan, bead of
the delegation of the Cuban RAleolutioaary Council in Argentina. Dr.
de Juan told hie that nothing is presently being mailed to Cuba because
of strict censorship. Instead, he said, they distaute their anterial
via airplanes Which depart froa "is nearby airfield on the Caribbean
Sea". MI said leaflets are Aron.* Wherever convenient but packets
of newspepers are dropped in designated areas Where they are picked
up by organised weber* of the underground Who also obtain arms and
medical supplies via this means. Yko. de Juan recommended that Professor
Banjos** discuss his distribution problem with the Cuban Revolutionary
Council in Nisei and with the president of the commission on doctrines
and propaganda, Dr. Jose I. lAassip.
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The above inforImMacmi was obtained from AECA8SOWARV2 an 19 November
1962.


